
CIBL NC Essential
Standard 7.E.1.1

Activity Description and
Estimated Class Time

Objectives

Correlations to NC 
Science Standards

Brief Science
Background

In this 2-day activity, students place atmosphere layer cards on a diagram of the 
atmosphere. On the diagram, sea level is at the bottom and the upper reaches of the 
atmosphere are at the top. The diagram includes horizontal bars indicating elevation 
in miles and kilometers. Cards contain descriptions of things that happen at a 
particular altitude such as: space shuttle flies here, meteors burn up here, radio 
waves bounce off this layer, rain and clouds are here. Student teams speculate about 
placing the cards and record their reasoning in notebooks.

Students will develop an understanding of the following ideas and content:

   • The composition and properties of the atmosphere change with altitude.

   • Different events happen in different layers of the atmosphere.

Students demonstrate understanding of these ideas by:

   •Appropriately placing events cards and descriptions of the atmosphere at
           the altitudes where they occur. 

7.E.1.1    Compare the composition, properties and structure of Earth’s  
               atmosphere to include mixtures of gases and differences in  
               temperature and pressure within layers. 

If the earth were the size of a basketball, the atmosphere would be about as thick as 
a coat of paint on the ball. In the photo below, the thin light-colored line between the 
earth and the black is the atmosphere. Most of that is too thin to breathe. The part 
of the atmosphere containing clouds and weather is squeezed into a very thin layer 
hugging the earth. Above this, a series of other layers extends all the way to space. As 
we go higher, each layer has less air in a given volume, and each layer has 
different temperature, pressure, air movement, and gas composition. As a result, 
different events happen in each layer. This activity helps students think about the 
layers of the atmosphere and where things happen in it.
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Materials

Preparation

Procedure

Materials for the whole class 

   • ability to project the atmosphere diagrams SD-1 and SD-2

   • yellow paper from the kit

   • *white paper

   • scissors 

   • transparent tape

   • yellow and white atmosphere event sheets photocopied from SD-3 and cut 
           into strips to make 1 strip of each color per pair of students

Materials for groups of 2

   • one 11” x 17” atmosphere diagram

   • 1 white strip of 10 atmosphere events

   •  1 yellow strip of 10 atmosphere events

   •  transparent tape

   •  scissors

        *supplied by teacher

1.   Photocopy the atmosphere event description cards on white paper and on yellow 
      paper.

2.   Cut out two vertical strips of event description cards, one white and one 
      yellow, per team (students will cut each strip into 10 individual cards).

Procedure for teams of 2 students

1.   Form pairs of students. Give each pair one 11” x 17” blank atmosphere diagram 
      and some transparent tape.

2.   Project SD-1. Explain that the atmosphere diagram shows the atmosphere from 
      the ground at the bottom to space at the top, marked in miles on one side and 
      kilometers on the other. Familiarize students with the altitudes shown by 
      comparing them to distances to nearby cities. 

3.   Give out the white strips and ask pairs to cut them into 10 individual cards. Point 
      out that each card is an event or condition occurring in the atmosphere. 
      Challenge students to tape the cards on the diagram at the altitude where they 
      think that event or condition occurs. Ask both members of the pair to write their 
      own reasons for card placement in their notebooks – 1 or more reasons for each 
      card placement. If the team members disagree, choose an altitude but write  
      individual ideas in the notebooks. Students do not have to worry about being 
      wrong, but need to think it through and write down their thoughts.

4.   Circulate and look in notebooks at reasons for placing cards. Try to learn about 
      how students understand the atmosphere. Don’t answer questions or explain 
      things at this time.
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Wrap-Up

5.   Hold a discussion with the class to see if there is any agreement on where the 
      cards should be placed.      

6.   After the discussion, assign students the sections in the textbook that address 
      layers of the atmosphere.

7.   As a homework assignment, ask students to take their notebooks home with 
      them and read in a textbook or other source to determine where each event  
      actually happens and get more information about each event.

1.   Be sure teams have their diagrams of the atmosphere with the white atmosphere 
      event descriptions taped in place from a previous class. Give out the yellow strips 
      and ask the pairs to cut them into the 10 individual cards. Leaving the white cards 
      in place where they were, ask them to tape in the yellow cards based on their 
      reading. Allow about 10 minutes for this.

2.   When the class has taped all of the yellow cards, project SD-1using a document 
      camera. Have a set of yellow cards available, and ask the class to tell you where to 
      place each event and give reasons. Discuss reasons for placement with the class, 
      including what students thought before reading. Project SD-2 the Layers of the 
      Atmosphere answer key. 

3.   Ask the class:

    • Why do you think so much of what happens in the atmosphere occurs so 
               close to the ground?

    • What do you think the earth would be like if it had no atmosphere?
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